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We are SE16N, and we are unique. We started investing more and more in our               

development, and that’s how we ended up being an important consulting           

company in the global market. SE16N is specialized in providing IT consulting and             

services in the area of SAP technology and customer infrastructure maintenance           

and provision of services in the cloud.  

Here are some facts about us: 

● Over 200 cumulative years of experience in SAP technology, or in other            

words we `eat` SAP three times a day - breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and it               

is still our favorite 

● We have more than 150 SAP Certificates and 12 AWS certificates inside the             

company, and we’re working on adding some new ones to our portfolio 

● We wrote more than 20 millions of lines of ABAP code 

● We worked on over 1000 SAP installations 

● 2400 training hours spent in 2018 - mainly for SAP on AWS 

These facts and the extensive experience we gathered since SE16N was founded,            

determined us to shift our focus. And that’s why we founded SAP Academy, a              

training program for IT professionals and not only, which provides us the perfect             

environment to share the knowledge and spread the word about the importance            

of using the latest technologies. Let’s find out more about SE16N Academy. 

www.se16n.com 
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SE16N Academy - our way of sharing the knowledge 

SE16N Academy is a series of free events organized by our company to share              

information, experiences, challenges, and solutions on different topics that we          

are specialized on.  

 

The first meeting in the 2019 series took place at the end of March when we                

discussed SAP on Azure. The purpose of this first training was to provide more              

details on the concepts and possible solutions supported by Azure Cloud, to            

present the available services, to share our experience in the implementation of            

cloud projects area, and also to try to teach participants on how to implement              

SAP on Azure environments.  

 

In the first edition, we had the pleasure to have as guest one member of the                

Microsoft team - Waldemar Skrzypiec, who is Partner Technology Strategist. He           

explained to the participants the current state of the Azure cloud services and             

also the plans of developments, as well as the perfect match between SAP             

environments and Azure. From our side, Sebastian Biedroń, Tomasz Brzozowski          

and Sebastian Syryński presented the successful implementation stories, the         

many challenges faced along these journeys, and how they successfully delivered           

value to the companies. 

The feedback from the participants was excellent, and we understood the           

importance of sharing knowledge in this technology sector. And we are planning            

more pieces of training like this one.  

Here is a list of future events: 

● 14.05.2019 - SAP on AWS - Open registration: 15.04.2019 

● 19.06.2019 - SAP FIORI - Open registration: 22.05.2019 

● 25.06.2019 - SAP on AWS in Bahrain -  Open registration: 24.05.2019 

www.se16n.com 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/waldemarskrzypiec/
https://academy.se16n.com/sap-on-aws-2/
https://academy.se16n.com/sap-fiori-3/
https://academy.se16n.com/sap-on-aws-in-bahrain-4/
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● 26.06.2019 - SAP on AWS in Dubai -  Open registration: 24.05.2019 

● 29.10.2019 - Cloud Analytics & CDS - Open registration: 4.09.2019 

● 24.11.2019 - SAP on AWS in Dubai - Open registration: 7.11.2019 

● 25.11.2019 - SAP on AWS in Kuwait - Open registration: 7.11.2019 

The next edition of SE16N Academy 

In May we are meeting again with IT specialist, and we will present more about               

SAP on AWS. This time, we will have as guests a member of the AWS team - Rafał                  

Michalski, Solutions Architect and Development Partner in the CEE region at           

Amazon Web Services Poland. Here are some topics we will cover during this             

training: 

● AWS development - where did it all start and where is it heading to? 

● Technical presentation of AWS available services 

● SAP implementation and migration projects to the AWS cloud  

● Challenges and solutions 

● Flexibility and cost optimization on AWS 

● AWS services used by SAP systems 

● SAP-certified solutions and optimizations provided by AWS SAP Systems 

● SAP on AWS workshop. 

Find out more about our next event or register here. 

Join the training and be part of the next generation of successful projects 

We have been offering state of the art services for years. What’s our secret?              

You’ll get to find it during our SE16N Academy training sessions that we are              

www.se16n.com 

https://academy.se16n.com/sap-on-aws-in-dubai-5/
https://academy.se16n.com/cloud-analytics-cds-6/
https://academy.se16n.com/sap-on-aws-in-dubai-8/
https://academy.se16n.com/sap-on-aws-in-kuwait-9/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rafal-michalski/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rafal-michalski/
https://academy.se16n.com/
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organizing this year in. Make sure you book a seat at our next event. Our               

comprehensive approach to SAP projects will unlock tremendous opportunities         

for any business. 

Get in touch for more details about SE16N Academy via email           

(academy@se16n.com) or register today.  
 

 

www.se16n.com 

mailto:academy@se16n.com
https://academy.se16n.com/

